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2014 INTERNATIONAL ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE

SANDRA PETERSEN – Suspension, 2013 pastel on canvas fixed with bondcrete, 61 x 122cm

2014 PROGRAM OF EVENTS

8 Hunter Street Queenstown Tasmania 7467 Australia M: 0407 527 330 E: rearnold@iinet.net.au

LANDSCAPE ART RESEARCH QUEENSTOWN’s (LARQ) 2014
program includes the following events and personnel
and is in keeping with the sentiments of the 19th century
poet Comte de Lautréamont (nee Isidore-Lucien Ducasse
1846-70) who was a major influence on the Surrealists
and Situationists. I’ve adapted his injunction which is
frequently cited in Surrealist texts, that ‘poetry must be
made by all and not by one’.
This seemed an appropriate theme for this year’s program
as many artists will be involved in LARQ’s projects. They
represent local, regional, national and international
contexts. From experience we know that other artists,
architects, designers will also appear to make varying
contributions throughout the year. Queenstown’s third
Heritage & Arts Festival in October 2014 will also generate
both activity and visitation for artists and audience.
LARQ is an artist run initiative and, in the decade between
set up and its close, aims to bring a focus to the Western
region through connections to community, cultural
product and both the heritage and natural values inherent
in the region. Feedback and experience tells us we are
making some progress on this.
In its short life LARQ has hosted seven funded international artist residencies, nine unfunded international
residencies, 15 national and Tasmanian residencies,
staged 28 exhibitions, managed 14 art workshops,
mentored local artists and young students and welcomed
many visitors to its gallery for exhibition openings, artists
talks, ‘arts industry’ nights and casual visits.
LARQ acknowledges the generous support of these
projects by Arts Tasmania and the Commonwealth
Government’s Regional Art Fund. As well as 10 Days on
the Island, Hydro Tasmania, Copper Mines of Tasmania,
Henty Gold, the Cradle Coast Authority, the Bendigo Bank
and Evans IGA have also contributed to specific projects.

3 MARCH – 25 APRIL

ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE 1
RICHARD KENTON WEBB

1 SEPTEMBER

LARQ PRINT WORKSHOP
HELEN WRIGHT

ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE 2
SANDRA PETERSEN

Code Yellow sounds like a film title about the end

Helen Wright, one of Tasmania’s finest

Inside/Out Nature

of the world but it isn’t.

contemporary artists, will be running LARQ’s

A major car accident re-ordered Sandra’s brain.

In this case it’s actually shorthand for British

2014 Print Workshop entitled Water droplets on

Her paintings are a vital part of her strategy to

artist Richard Kenton Webb’s residency at LARQ

a bird feather.

bring it back into harmonic balance. Searching

in the autumn of 2014. Richard will be in Tasmania

Sense and Sensibility is the title of one of

out natural forms and finding beauty and poetry

for two months working on his paintings and prints.

Helen’s more significant works. It hints at the

in their ebb and flow through paint is the way

Yellow is a filter and a ‘mood’. It’s the colour of

consequential nature of print workshopping.

forward. Sandra will further her investigations

sulphur and the colour of the chemical earth. It’s

Take something and give it attribution. Make a

and response to landscape during her time on
the West Coast.

the colour of Queenstown!

print and create an idea on paper.

To get a better sense of it all, following is the

The theme of this year’s workshop is West Coast

catalogue essay by English writer Dr Joanne

birds and the technical approach will be through

Reardon Lloyd in response to Richard’s work that

relief printing. It will be two days of making

accompanied his Colour Forms exhibition held at

artwork, discussion, food and good company.

Celia Lendis Galleries, UK (www.celialendis.com)

essential.
The cost will be $230 and bookings are essential

in February this year.

To reserve your place contact Raymond:

13 SEPTEMBER – 18 OCTOBER

LOOKING FOR MARION PROJECT
The women tend to disappear from history and
certainly from the material culture of western

rearnold@iinet.net.au

Tasmanian mining regions with their presence

LISTEN
colour n. …any of the constituents into which
light can be separated as in a spectrum or rainbow,

generally overshadowed by heroic images of

10 MAY – 21 JUNE

men and mining works. Marion Sticht, as the wife
of Mt Lyell’s first General Manager Robert Carl

ALAN YOUNG EXTRA SENSORY

Sticht, has some prominence in the photographic

and which are referred to by names such as blue,
red, yellow…
‘Can’t you hear anything?’
You peer into the picture as though by sheer
effort of will you could produce an image out of
thin air, something that you haven’t seen before,
something that wasn’t there.
‘No,’ you stand back.
‘It’s Spain,’ she points to the trees, the sound of
them like rainclouds in a red day... and you wonder

RAYMOND ARNOLD

12 – 13 APRIL

how you can explain the space of a colour and the
way it sits in your heart and becomes something

A kaleidoscope is a beautiful thing. It rearranges

record but her life on the West Coast is still open

the world through light and colour. Al Young’s

to speculation.

remarkable paintings present the world through

LARQ’s 2013 Print Workshop researched her life

some such complicated lens. Extra sensory is his

under the guidance of writer/researcher Brett

domain. Green light/night vision, infra red

Martin and visual artists Leonie Oakes and

spectrums and thermal imaging are systems

Heather Shimmen.

that are not incompatible with his approach.

The Looking for Marion exhibition will bring

Bold colours and a rare insight complete the

together the collective efforts of this team with

poetry of his work.

outcomes that include an installation at LARQ,
an artist’s limited edition book and biographical

JAMIE DAFT MIND’S WORLDS

study.

else. As you look, you feel yourself pulled into the

Jamie is a unique person. He is an artist who lives

paintings, walking along the roads and swimming

in Queenstown, western Tasmania. In his mind is

in the rivers, creating a story from the structure

a universe of endless worlds full of adventure

of images and colours unfixed in space or time as

and intrigue. He is the shaper of his domain.

you float in the canvas, fleet of foot and waiting

He is constantly refashioning his worlds and

With the success of Queenstown’s 2012 Heritage

inhabitants through his painted/comic structures.

& Arts Festival, LARQ continues its involvement

for something, anything, to happen.

10 – 12 OCTOBER

QUEENSTOWN HERITAGE & ARTS FESTIVAL

by combining the Looking for Marion Project

You are a traveller trusting the hand that drew
this map: black lines draped purposefully over the
RICHARD WEBB – The Icelandic Series no 3, 2013 From the series of 60 linocuts Thoughts in search of a thinker, linocut, 38 x 38.5cm

shoulders of hills and mountains and across the
boundaries of a landscape, half remembered half

Oak and Lisa Garland’s

JOH OSBORNE PAINT ECOLOGY

hidden. The line is where the colour starts, in

I remember standing in front of a Lucas Cranach

startling contrasts of cerulean blue and vermilion

the Elder painting in a small European museum.

– now orange now red, cadmium and turquoise,

exhibition with the launch of Brett Martin’s book

5 JULY– 23 AUGUST

exhibition/book launch of Queenstown portraits.

BRETT MARTIN OAK

MARION STICHT

It was his painting titled Venus and Amor.

‘I started looking for Marion about eight years

filling seas and grasping air, sticking to gateposts

Venus was very beautiful. Her northern European

ago. I could find only a half-dozen references in

and hedges then rivulet-running down pathways

paleness was laid bare for all to see through a

West Coast histories, most of which turned out

that lead to… where? They are leading somewhere,

diaphanous veil. She’s pictured in a type of glade

to be incorrect. My pursuit of the real Marion Oak

that’s the point, and this is only the start of your

of the forest like a young deer. She is not afraid.

Stage of Illinois was a pebble dropped in a pool.

journey – one thing becomes another in a strange

She reminds me of Joh Osborne and her paintings.

I have been carried by the ripples to unlikely

alchemy and something begins to shift.
You move on, finger-following the lines to France,
Brittany and its wild mad wind and rain-textured,
kinetic otherness, the vast expanses of the sea,
and on to the beaches of Lindisfarne with their
tides of sand and memory washing the present
clean, leading you between marker posts reflecting
the very stars in the hemisphere, white against
black and yellow, colours you haven’t even reached
but will come to in time. Only then do you stop.
‘Yes,’ you close your eyes. ‘I can hear it now.’
DR JOANNE REARDON LLOYD

places and some wonderful people. In the process

HELENA DEMCZUK RESPECT
Eastern European icon painting has existed for

DAMASK BLACK – Looking for Marion, 2013 linocut, 25 x 12cm

l have discovered a good deal about Marion’s
journey and encountered many remarkable

centuries as a complicated strategy for painting

women of her times who have been largely

‘grace’ and status.

ignored by history.

Helena was born to Ukrainian parents who

My picture of Marion remains a fractured one but

understood this in all its dimensions. Helena’s

I believe Marion spent the second half of her life

own paintings flow from this same state of grace,

in Tasmania, longing to return to a home that no

that is, from a condition of respect in the first

longer existed. Her life with Robert in Queenstown

instance for her parents’ heritage and in the

forms a dramatic arc, a story of a great love

second for broader social networks and the place

touched by tragedy.

of individuals within them.

My novel, Oak, is based closely on her life.’
BRETT MARTIN

15 MARCH – 19 APRIL

LISA GARLAND VERISIMILITUDE

RICHARD KENTON WEBB CODE YELLOW
Richard’s residency will be accompanied by an
exhibition of his recent works from Britain and
ones completed while at LARQ.

Lisa Garland returns to Queenstown and LARQ for
JAMIE DAFT – City nights, 2012 acrylic on canvas, 30 x18cm

an encore photographic project. Lisa says of work:
‘I had a small show at Queenstown early in 2013.
I documented Queenstown residents and exhibited
eight one metre square black and white photographs. The camera became a licence to enter
homes and talk to strangers, it was an exciting
time. When entering the homes of people, with
my camera, stories are told. These stories
reside with me. I left Queenstown eager to give
something back to the people I had photographed
and the town.’

ALAN YOUNG – Mapping in North Hobart, 2013 acrylic/oil stick on canvas

JOH OSBORNE – Nocturnal Feast, 2013 oil on canvas, 100 x 160cm

2014

HELEN WRIGHT – Birds and Wing, 2011 woodcut, 88.5 x 59cm

HELENA DEMCZUK – Barbara – Transparency and Opacity, 2013 oil on canvas

LISA GARLAND – Marlene, 2013 silver gelatin print

